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Zenonia 5 paladin build

After playing the game several times using all kinds of character builds. We have compiled this guide to help you start the game easily and quickly. Based on our few plays from each class in the game. We present the following observations about the classes and their functions in the game. The best class PvP is Pure CON Soulless, combined with pure CON
Paladin. The easiest class to complete the game in normal mode is hybrid 2 STR and 1 CON Paladin. The best PvE class is pure INT Wizard and Pure STR Paladin. The weakest class is Mechanic, however, when properly adapted with full EVA elements, they go into effect and be on par with other classes in PvE and PvP. However, the chance of winning
and killing is still 50/50 as a strong fully targeted mechanic. How to build your characters in Zenonia 5 characters Gamelytic has written 4 different character guides to help you determine the statistics and skills builds. Use these guides to help you. Zenonia 5 Berserker Guide Zenonia 5 Paladin Guide Zenonia 5 Mechanic Guide Zenonia 5 Wizard How to make
gold in Zenonia 5 Gold can be very important or close to useless depending on your class and build. In general, you will spend most of your gold on buying potions and repairing facilities. However, use the following game strategies to help you make more Zenonia 5 gold. 1. Save frequently and reset when you die the fastest way to lose your gold in zenonia 5
is when you lose both weapon endurance and gold when you die. To avoid losing gold and do more, just save as often as you can. When you die, just go back to the main headlines and avoid punishment altogether. It should be noted that you do not lose anything against other bosses or PvP or Abyss battles. 2. Grind lower level enemies to earn more gold,
you want to be able to kill enemies quickly and efficiently. Consider grinding lower-level enemies if you can't progress higher. You want to move quickly and efficiently through the maps to kill the crowds. 3. Use SP absorb titles and facilities to lower the cost of sp potion You can make more gold when you do not have to spend them on SP potions. If possible,
always keep SP absorbing gears and titles if you are able to get them at the beginning of the game. In general, SP absorption statistics appear only in unique or legendary Zenonia 5 gears. 4. Upgrade Gear to tank enemies and avoid HP potion costs If you accept too much damage from enemies, you'll find that your pocket will come down pretty quickly as
well. When this happens, upgrade and make your gears stronger. As less damage, use fewer decoctions and die less often. Gears essential to help you with more gold. 5. Execution and movement Learn the patterns of attack and the time of your enemies. Your goal in the game is to teach them so well that you don't hit everyone. The impact wears the
armor, and it's possible to make you waste time when you Learn to perform your movement and attacks. Learn the animation time of different skills. 6. Buying larger storage spaces is essential for you to purchase additional luggage spaces if you want to grind for ZEN easily. Because of all the equipment you have, they can occupy a lot of your inventory
spaces. Having a larger bag, you do not need to travel to the city as often as possible. A higher level of speeds can sell for a lot of gold. And a full bag can sometimes lead to 50~60k or even more. How to get fairy stones quickly extract fairy stones is important to help you get. To do this easily, you can start new characters, because they can extract fairy
stones quite quickly. The rune you want to have at the end is a 3 slot skill with Holy Extreme Crime. You can send and receive various fairy tale elements connected to them through banks. However, to get a high level of skill stone, you still want to grind with top-level heroes. Although the Fairy is like a companion who fights alongside you, but because it
really did not join the battle, but rather give you the gush here and there and enhance your attack effects. The fairy in Zenonia 5 is more like equipment than a pet. In this section we will see how the fairy works. Sync Energy Extract as your fairy levels and fight alongside you, it will gain fellowship or synchronize energy. With this you can extract fairy runes or
fairy stones. Rooney's fairy may have different statistics, but mostly in attack, defence or normal. In general, you want to get offense Runes for additional damage and debut. Each element has the ability to slow down or freeze enemies. Fire can cope with additional burn damage. Runes can come with up to 3 stone slots to add skill stones. Fairy stones can
be obtained by sync energy extraction. Skills can include buffs that increase their various statistics such as ATT, DEF, and more. Our personal favorites are the stones that reduce your SP uses. Finally, you should always extract the stones or runes as soon as they become available. And always dress up with new runes that we'il get. Although it doesn't
appear on the statistics screen, but your fairy gets stronger as they equip and update runes at higher levels. Farming and grinding for speeds in the final levels of the game, the damage classes have a better time to grind for gears and con builds are stronger in PvP. If you are really serious about the game, we recommend making two different versions to fully
enjoy the game in the aspect of Abyss Creep and PvP Fighting. Abyss Crawling can give you some of the best legendary or unique ranked gears. However, PvP battles usually only give you up to magic epic ranked speeds. Your goal is to use both of these methods to farm the strongest set of equipment possible. Before going into detail about the different
Zenonia 5 equipment, we will discuss some basics with types and slots. Speed slot types Your character from Zenonia's 5th Year has several different gear slots that will be used in the game. Speeds have default statistics and magical statistics that are combined with magic level or speed. We'il be over speeding soon. Below is the list of gears and their
standard statistics. Weapon: Attack 2nd Weapon (Grinder): Defense Head: Protective Armor: Protective Armor: Protective Shoes: Protective Shoes: Neck Protection: SP Winding: HP Ring: Crit Speed Amulet:Evade Speed Ranking and Rarity Speeds come in different rankings and rarity that can increase their default powers. In general, higher gears will have
higher than normal statistics than their counter. In addition, you can only perfect speeds that are magical or higher. Magic facilities come with 1 extra boost to statistics. Rare gears usually come with 2 boost stats. Higher reducers also have additional upgrade slots. Normal - White Magic - Blue Rare - Yellow Epic - Purple Unique - Orange Legendary - Red
How to Get Gears in Zenonia 5 There are several ways you can get the different gears in the game. 1. Farming monsters. 2. Hunt special mini boss crowds for better drops. 3. Combine them using Combine Scrolls and collecting different materials. 4. Sometimes through Quest Rewards 5. Buy them using ZEN and via Box 6 random equipment. Win and full
PvP battles for random equipment 7. Complete PvP daily events and earn Random equipment box 8. Run through abyss dungeons for a chance for good drops It seems that each of these methods can lead to gears of all kinds other than combining, because you come for the gear you do. Refine zenonia 5 gear refinement can improve standard speed
statistics. Each speed has a certain level of refinement level of statistics. Overall it is about 12~15. However, the higher the level you go, the more likely that they can be completely destroyed. Destroyed facilities require money store item Recovery scrolling, which costs 100 ZEN. Therefore, you only need to refine strong gears if you have duplicates as
substitutes. In addition, perfect your strong gears before making any further improvements in inserting upgrade stones or even developing them. Level 1: 200 Gold Level 2: 800 Gold Level 3: 1800 Gold Level 4: Insert upgrade stones into slots You can power the gears further into the game by inserting upgrade stones. You can get upgrade stones to the
appropriate level by making them through the blacksmith in different Gears can be merged into one to create different stones. The amount of statistics added by stones is based on the gears used for them. However, you should note the following points for zenonia 5 upgrade stones. 1. The two gears merging shall be the same. 2. The level of stones created
is based on the gears. 3. Higher Higher more statistics. 4. Stones can be applied only in gears at a higher level. Because of this, the best or strongest speeds you get in the game should have as many upgrade stones slots as possible to put in as many Zenonia upgrade stones as possible. Zenonia 5 Gear Evolution The Zenonia 5 gear evolution is a money
store feature that uses ZEN to power speeds. We will arrange the process to determine whether the gear evolution process is worth it for you. Deciding your facilities to develop: First of all, evolved facilities don't get extra upgrade slots and can still be broken through the process of improvement. Therefore, you must first check for precise level and stone slots
before starting the development process. Speed evolution will increase speeds at the level of evolution. Develop your Gear: You'll first spend 25 ZEN to start the gear evolution process. At this point, you turn gears into evolutionary gears. The speeds of evolution will have an additional boost to the statistics. It will also show the maximum level of evolution, the
evolutionary effect and the points of evolution needed to achieve an upward level. Develop your gear: You can put an extra ZEN in gears to make them more powerful. You will earn points of evolution that can level up the gear further. Each additional evolved level adds that many more statistics to the gear. Example of advanced gear: If your evolved gear has
an ATT+3% effect. Each level adds 3% to the default attack value. Through evolution you can make it evolution level 2. Then the effect becomes ATT + 3% * 2 = 6%. Developing your Zenonia 5 Gear without ZEN: It should be noted that special mini boss enemies can develop your gears when you kill them. All your evolved facilities will get evolution points
when processing and killing mini bosses with a special orange magic circle beneath them. It's a cheaper way if you don't want to spend real money to develop your speeds. The best stats to have on Gear The best stats to aim for your gear are mostly dependent on the type of classes and build for which you work. However, we will provide the following
instructions. Statistics are usually more important than HP and SP. You usually want to maintain the result of the damage while you can still survive the enemy. This means that the goal for Dex, Crit Rate and last ATT. Full title information Most of the titles in the game will improve your different titles, we have categorized these titles in the statistics. You can
check to see the best to use for your purposes. Use the correct title for your class is essential. In general, each class can benefit from headings that provide all statistics. However, if you're clean compilations like Pure Int Zenonia 5 Wizard or Full Dex mechanics, specific magnification statistics will help. However, it should be noted that these works can also
benefit from veteran Hero who gives 1k HP. Attack and protection + titles are also In enhancing your abilities to fight by killing faster or taking less damage. All goat meat stats: all stats +5 Kill 50 Baphomets Frog Killer: All Stats +10 Kill 50 Poison Frogs Winner: All Stats +10 11 Zenonia 5 PvP Win Ent Clan: All Stats ++ 15 Kill 50 Dark Ents Cerberus Killer: All
Stats +20 Kill 50 Cerberi Champion: All Stats +20 101 PvP Win Battle Road: All Stats +30 1001 PvP Wins God of Victory : All statistics +50 5001 PvP win Bourgeois: All statistics +10% get at least 1 000 000 gold attack Strong Challenger: Attack +10% 101 PvP lost Mud killer 20% Kill 100 Mud Titans Loss Protection: Defense +10% 11 PvP Loses 11 PvP
Loss on 11 PvP Destroyer: Protection +20% Kill HP Challenges With Big Eyes: Max HP +100 Achieving Level 5 Newb Hero : Max HP +300 Achieving Level 10 Rookie Hero : Max HP +500 Achieving Level 30 Veteran Hero: Max HP +1000 Achieving Level 50 Super Hero: HP +10% Achieving Level 70 Warrior: HP +15% Achieving Level 90 Legendary Warrior:
HP +20% Achieve Level 99 Strength Miner Strength +10% Acquire 1 Magic Pick Kumtra Killer: Force +20% Kill 50 Kuttra Legendary Miner STR + 15% Min 100 Orchid Constitution Rookie Miner : Constitution + 5% Mine20 Bronze Top Class Miner : Constitution + 10% Mine 50 Mitril Super Miner: Constitution +15% 15% 15% 15% 15% Min 50 Orichalcon
Intelligent Fairy Lover: Intelligence +10% Usage 10 Awakening Stones or Extract Skill Stones (20 Stone) Fairy Mania: Intelligence +20% Stone Use or 20 Extraction of Experienced Stones (40 Stone) Dexterity Smuggler: Dexterity +10% Conversation With Black Trader (Village Agran) 20 Times Pro Smuggler : Dexterity +15% call with black trader (Agran
village) 30 times Special effect HP titles swallow hp jackpot: HP absorb + 2% have exactly 7777 gold Invincible hero: HP Absorbs +7 3% Use of 50 Origins of Life SP Absorption Cool User: SP Absorption +2% Play for Two Hours Resurrected: SP Absorb +3% Using 20 Origins of Lives Unknown Titles Chirac Gerger : (?) Refine at least 10 times Insidious
Blacksmith: (?) Perfect at least 50 times God's Kovacs: (?) Refine at least 100 times apprentice Combine: (?) Combine at least 5 times qualified harvester: (?) Combine at least 25 times Alchemist: (?) Combine at least 5 times qualified harvester: (?) Combine at least 25 times Alchemist: (?) Combine at least 5 times skilled harvester: (?) Combine at least 25
times Alchemist: (?) Combine at least 5 times 50 Times Clincher: (?) Achieve 50 Subcommittees Rookie Scanner: (?) Use 20 scrolling scanners per student: (?) Use 100 scanning scrolls Pro scanner: (?) Use 500 scanning scrolls Zenonia Mania: (?) Play for 20 hours Earth Traveler : (?) Visit the abyss 50 times overground: (?) Visit the abyss 250 times
monster hunter: (?) * Visit raid mode 50 times Devil Monster Hunter: (?) * Visit raid mode 250 times Raid mode explain You can in attack mode via your character status screen, as if you would for Zenonia 5 PvP and Abyss mode. The crowds are listed on their levels, you will see some normal crowds and some bosses with a 50% chance. You can select the
mafia to continue to the next screen. Note that this step will not yet deduct zen. You will then be able to choose mercenaries who are other players to fight with you – at a cost of 50 additional ZEN. These mercenaries will not receive a SPA if you hire them. Players are usually strong, like the least purchased avatars. You can also check the amount of ATT and
DEF that they have. These players will fight with you in battle. However, they are still controlled by IS, which can be quite weak. They are more or less cannon fodder against the more serious bosses. The 50% chance! simply means that by challenging the Zenonia 5 boss, you will get 50% more EXP and points of evolution of a ZEN spent. You don't win any
extra gold or gears. However, it seems that boss battles are simply not worth the effort. Although you make 50% more points of evolution and experience, chances are that you will most likely confuse and lose zen completely. If you win the raids you will earn the sum of the points of evolution as indicated on the list screen and points of experience. If you lose
in raids You do not earn anything, you lose both your entry fee and mercenary fee if you have made a purchase. Zenonia 5 raid mode is completely useless in raising your characters. You don't gain any extra speeds, which is really what most players do in zenonia 5 end game. There is no point in earning points for experience once you have reached the
level ceiling. There is no point in getting points of evolution while you can process mini bosses for the developing zenonia 5 gears. In short, never lose your money on raid mode. Unless you have the money and just want to make the most of your character as quickly as possible. But if you are really so dedicated, it is simply better to deal with the crowds
about the chances of growing stronger facilities. Source : Source : app.steparu.com app.steparu.com
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